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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about the functional capabilities of Oracle Cloud Configurator? (Choose two.) 

A. For users who do not have access to Oracle Fusion Product Hub, Oracle provides an alternative option to create
models directly in the workspace area. 

B. Only the optional structure and attributes of a Product Item are imported from Product Hub to Configurator and not
the mandatory elements because they cannot be configured by an end user. 

C. Multiple drafts of the same model can be modified at the same time, but they must be in different workspaces. 

D. The user interface pages are tightly connected to the model. You cannot add, delete, or reorder pages without
affecting the model structure. 

Correct Answer: BC 

"Configurator models are imported from items maintained in Oracle Fusion Product Hub (which is accessed by the
Product Information Management work area) that have a Structure Type of Model. Only the optional structure and
attributes of the product item are imported, because the required elements of the product item cannot be configured by
an end user. The option classes and optional standard items for each model item are also imported." "Configurator
models are versioned objects. A model can go through multiple drafts before being released in a series of versions.
There can be multiple drafts of the same model being modified at the same time, but they must be in different
workspaces. A message notifies you if you add a model to a workspace when another draft exists in another workspace.
There can only be a single released version of a model with the same effective start date." 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company wants to default the preferred fulfillment warehouse and scheduled ship date as order requested date
during order import and skip the scheduling task for a particular order type. 

What are the two business rules that must be configured to achieve this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Define a branching condition rule. 

B. Define a lead time expression rule. 

C. Define a line selection criteria rule for the scheduling task. 

D. Define a compensation pattern rule. 

E. Define a pre-transformation defaulting rule. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer would like automatic e-mail notifications to be sent for specific business events. On the Manage
Business Event Trigger Points page, which business event trigger points can be used to enable email notifications? 

A. Order header status update and order attribute update 
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B. Order header status update and hold 

C. Order attribute update and hold 

D. Change order compensation complete and hold 

E. Hold and split 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three statements are true about Discount Lists? (Choose three.) 

A. Users can define discounts for configurable models on Discount Lists. 

B. Discount rules can be defined at multiple levels: the root item, the components, or the entire configuration. 

C. Discount rules can be defined at the root level only. 

D. Tier and attribute-based adjustments are supported only at the root item level. 

E. Tier and attribute-based adjustments are supported at multiple levels: the root item, the components, or the entire
configuration. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

References: http://download.oracle.com/ocomdocs/global/fusion_r11/scm/Pricing_Administration/
Pricing_Administration.doc 

 

QUESTION 5

Which change mode takes a snapshot at the stages mentioned below: 

When the orchestration process starts When a change order is received at an orchestration process step 

A. Incremental 

B. Simple 

C. None 

D. Advanced 

Correct Answer: D 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/fusion-apps/orderorchestrationguide-e22707-01-1514572.pdf 
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